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Combining phase change material with a hybrid photovoltaic thermal system can be a 
reasonable solution for excessive temperature distributions and inadequate heat control 
in traditional photovoltaic thermal modules. This work proposes a mathematical model 
to assess the transient processes of a hybrid photovoltaic thermal solar system with phase 
change materials in comparison to a conventional photovoltaic panel. The studied hybrid 
module is composed of (the cover glass, photovoltaic plate, absorber plate, phase 
transition materials layer, and water in the tubing). The employed system parameters 
were selected on an energy-saving basis in the different system layers. The differential 
equations determining energy exchange between the different parts in both systems 
were numerically solved using the Finite Difference Method applied to MATLAB software. 
The transient model's validity is first tested by comparing the prediction temperatures of 
each layer of the photovoltaic thermal system with those numerical and experimental 
studies in literature in which the maximum discrepancy is less than 1.5°C. Then, the results 
of the transient model are investigated in real outdoor weather conditions using 
meteorological data. The results illustrated that the hybrid module diminishes the 
temperature of the photovoltaic layer by roughly 21.9°C compared to the standalone 
photovoltaic panel, leading to a 1.95 % enhancement in electrical performance. 

Keywords: 

Photovoltaic thermal system; phase 
change material; performance 
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1. Introduction 
 

Using traditional energy sources to satisfy domestic and industrial needs is often costly, polluting, 
and exhaustible [1]. To remedy these problems, the use and research of alternative energy resources 
are essential [2]. Renewable energies, particularly solar energy, are one of the most potential fields 
and represent an encouraging solution, more and more used nowadays, present everywhere, and 
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practically inexhaustible. A part of the incident solar radiation on a PV panel is transformed into 
continuous electrical energy via the PV cells; the remainder of the unconverted energy heated the 
PV cells, raising their operating temperature and decreasing electrical energy output [3]. 

The temperature of PV cells diminishes when the photovoltaic panel is combined with the 
thermal system, which enables a hybrid photovoltaic system to absorb heat [4,5]. In this regard, 
researchers have recovered several techniques for improving the electrical conversion efficiency of 
a standard PV panel. Autonomous PV collectors with phase change material (PCM) thermal energy 
storage have additionally been investigated in a few works of literature [6]. According to the 
literature, the PV/Thermal (PV/T) system is fascinating. It has a bright future as the amount of energy 
generated by renewable energy sources grows annually, and this technology should be used in 
various applications [7-9]. Today's PV implementation exceeds 500 GW, and the average sale price 
remains low, reaching 0.26 $ per watt in July 2018, depending on the crystalline silicon solar cells that 
are the first materials to be developed and the most extensively utilized, representing nearly 90 % of 
the market [10,11]. 

Additionally, several previous studies have investigated the incorporation of PCMs in PV/T 
systems [10-18]. Indeed, reducing the temperature of PV cells using PCM was highly recommended 
as it does not require additional energy or function [19]. Furthermore, the PCM was reported to be 
used for PV cooling; however, it must have specific properties, namely elevated latent heat of fusion, 
greater thermal conductivity, non-corrosive, low non-toxicity, a melting temperature within the 
operating temperature of the PV module, minimal sub-cooling, and to be chemically stable [20]. It 
should be noted that the latest research on passive cooling of PV modules, namely the use of PCMs, 
has revealed that PCMs could stock a significant value of thermal energy, which kept the temperature 
of PV panels almost constant. 

Numerous scientific investigations have proposed different designs for hybrid PV-based modules. 
Early in the last decade, Hasan et al., [21] experimentally studied the cooling of PV cells using PCM 
and reported that the PV module with the PCM had higher effectiveness than the standalone PV. 
They concluded that the PV system incorporating the PCM was more efficient than the conventional 
one because of the cells' reduced temperature. Hussain et al., [22] have studied the effectiveness of 
employing a heat exchanger made of aluminum honeycomb in the backside of the PV to improve the 
thermal effectiveness of an air-cooled PV/T hybrid collector. It was found that the performance under 
various flow rates. At an air mass flow rate of 0.11 kg/s, introducing honeycomb channels enhanced 
the thermal effectiveness from 27% to 87% because air usage for cooling had limited thermophysical 
properties. The improvement in electrical efficiency was essentially limited (0.1%). According to 
studies on electricity production and performance conducted by Park et al., [23], the range of electric 
power produced by the photovoltaic panel was improved by 1.0 -1.5% compared to conventional PV 
panels. Besides, the PV/PCM system performance was improved by roughly 3.1%. 

In the same context, Fudholi et al., [24] have studied various water-cooled PV/T configurations at 
various mass flow rates and solar radiation values. They have proposed three innovative absorber 
pipe models: band diffusion accumulator, spiral heat transfer absorber, and direct flow collector. The 
PV temperature reduced as the mass flow rate rose, and the electrical performance enhanced. In 
addition, raising the quantity of sunlight improved the temperature of the PV panels and the 
produced electrical effectiveness. They indicated the comparison of the actions of the spiral flow 
absorbers and direct flow; directly absorbing the flow had greater thermal effectiveness, whereas 
the coiled stream absorber has maximum electrical effectiveness at incident sunlight of 800 W/m2, 
the coiled stream absorber had the best global effectiveness, with electrical, thermal, and total 
efficiencies of 13.8 %, 54.6%, and 68.4 %, respectively. Hou et al., [25] have also created a method 
based on a small heat pipe network. To examine the new PV/T, a numerical study with the new heat 
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pipe network was developed. It has been reported that where the supply water temperature in the 
two situations was at the surrounding temperature, the thermal effectiveness of the new system, 
according to the seasonal temperature, dropped to under 20% in winter and achieved roughly 40% 
in summer. 

In 2019, Huo et al., [26] introduced a new hybrid PV/T system. They concurrently adopted the 
pipe sunlight layer detector to transform solar radiation into electricity and thermal energy. The 
authors found that the module's temperature was diminished by 3.5 to 6.5 °C. They also discovered 
that the electrical efficiency was enhanced by 13.7 to 25.3 %. The thermal efficiency was also 
increased from 7.6% to 10.7%. The global efficiency of the system was enhanced from 8.7% to 12.7%. 
The same year, Abdelrazik et al., [27] numerically investigated the hybrid PV/T systems with a layer 
of nano-enhanced PCM (nanoPCM) introduced between the PV and thermal layers. According to 
their reports, the PV/T-PCM and the nanoPCM systems have a maximum electrical efficiency 
enhancement of 1.7 and 2.7 % compared to the PV conventional system, respectively. 

On the other side of the studies, the high potential of nanofluids attracted the interest of 
numerous investigators in several ways [28]. For instance, Samylingam et al., [29], in 2020, used 
MXene nanoparticles (Ti3C2) hanging in pure olein palm oil (OPO). They have evaluated the thermal 
and energy effectiveness of a PV/T hybrid solar thermal module. They have found an enhancement 
of heat transfer coefficient of 9 % was reached compared to PV/T with Al2O3-water when the Mxene 
nanofluid was used. The MXene-based nanofluid reduced the PV temperature by 40% compared to 
the conventional PV panel. 

In 2021, Das et al., [30] experimentally investigated a new rectangular coiled pipe absorber design 
using a translucent multi-crystalline PV panel and absorber pipes attached to the back of the PV. 
Utilizing PCM (OM35) and biochar generated from water hyacinth, a new shape-stable composite 
was developed using a simple impregnation approach. Because of its blackish look, this novel 
composite was also integrated into the envelope of the PV panel and the rear cover to increase 
cooling homogeneity and improve absorption of incident sunlight. It was discovered that the PV/T 
system temperature could be reduced by 29% compared to the PV system, electrical energy output 
could be increased by around 18.4 %, and system thermal efficiency might be increased from 60.3% 
to 71.2%. The new PCM-biochar component was able to stabilize the highest operating temperatures 
of the PV/T system within a secure range and enhance the life of the system. In the same period, Ke 
et al., [31] proposed numerical and experimental investigations to study the electrical and thermal 
performance of air-cooled PV/T systems with PCMs. The research was conducted during 4 Hefei 
weather conditions and with two PCM sheets of air channel solar chimney. The findings revealed that 
the presence of PCM aided in regulating the inside thermal surroundings. The PCM varies played a 
vital role in PCM effectiveness over 4 days in winter when the PCM range is 19-21 °C. 

Recently, Abdelrazik et al., [32] have investigated six configurations of the hybrid PV-based 
systems that encountered different combinations of optical filtration (OF) channel, cooling fluid (CF) 
channel, and nanoPCM layer. The systems were the conventional PV, besides the hybrid OF/PV, 
PV/CF, OF/PV/CF, PV/nanoPCM/CF, and OF/PV/nanoPCM/CF systems. The results revealed that 
optical filtration (OF), coupled with coolant (CF), emerged as among the most effective methods to 
cool PV. It achieved a 42.1% and 6.3 % reduction compared to the average PV temperature of 
traditional PV and PV/T modules. Additionally, OF existence reduced the drawback of low nanoPCM 
thermal conductivity with lower regulated temperature distribution. 

The literature reveals that the numerical investigation of PV/T-PCM modules has already been 
the subject of limited research. This research has focused mainly on improving system productivity 
by increasing the cooling of PV modules utilizing PV/T-PCM systems. To the authors' knowledge, no 
numerical studies have been carried out on utilizing RT30 as PCM integrated with the hybrid PV/T 
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system. Besides, there were no investigations on the numerical analysis of the transient model of this 
kind of system using actual input data to study the effect of several parameters such as incident 
irradiation, ambient temperature, and wind speed as meteorological input data on the temperature 
variation in the PV/T-PCM system. 

This work uses a computational approach to assess the transient processes of a hybrid PV/T solar 
system with phase change materials (PV/T-PCM). Comparisons are reported between the hybrid 
PV/T-PCM system from one side and the conventional standalone PV and hybrid PV/T systems from 
the other. The impact of latent cooling on the standalone PV module was also investigated. The 
performance enhancements, in terms of electrical yield and temperature achieved by PV/T and PV/T-
PCM, are compared with a standalone PV module and then discussed against literature reports. The 
actual weather of Ouarzazate (Latitude: 30°91′N, Longitude: − 6°89′ W) city-Morocco over two days, 
one day in summer and one day in winter, are examined. 
 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Structure of the PV/T-PCM Module 
 

The principal parts of the PV/T-PCM module are the PV panel and the solar collector. PV cell 
comprises monocrystalline silicon cells with an optimal transformation efficiency of 20 %. Table 1 
summarizes the PV module’s performance data. The PV/T-PCM systems with the plate and tube form 
offer lower water capacity needs, overall pressure-bearing potential, and more building flexibility. 
The glazing is part of the PV/T-PCM model employed in this work, which includes the thermal 
absorber, PCM layer, insulation, pipe, and cooling water. 

Figure 1 exhibits the front view of the system PV/T_PCM. An air gap separated the top glazing 
from the PV plate. Below the PV panel, eight tubes made of copper were linked to the underside of 
the copper absorber plate. The side and bottom surfaces of the PV/T-PCM solar collector were 
covered with a white glass wool thermal insulation layer. The water entry and exit ends were installed 
at the bottom cross tubes (see Figure 1). 
 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 1. The design of the front view of the (a) PV/T-PCM, (b) PV/T system, and (c) 
standalone PV system 
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2.2 Mathematical Model 
 

The proposed approach is split up into height vertices perpendicular to the direction of liquid flow 
(see Figure 1): crystal covering, air chasm, PV cell, absorber, fluid, PCM, and insulation. In addition, 
the equations governing the temperatures Tg, Ta, Tpv, Tab, Tt, Tf, Tpc, and Ti were developed using the 
energy balance of one-dimensional heat transfer Eq. (1) as given by Faddouli et al., [33]. Furthermore, 
three distinct heat transfer processes are expected: convection, conduction, and radiation, as shown 
in Figure 1. The computer application was created using MATLAB software. Moreover, the rising 
temperatures of every hybrid photovoltaic network element were estimated by dividing the 
temperature field of each layer along the respective wall. 
 

in u ou

dE
q q q

dt
= + −               (1) 

 

Here,
 

/dE dt , inq , uq , and ouq  denote the energy variation of the internal system, the rate of 

heat transfer into the system, the amount of heat production in the model, and the heat transfer 
rate out of the system, respectively. 
 
a. Glass cover 
 

The cover is thin, sufficient to allow the element’s characteristics to be assumed steady and the 
temperature uniform. Heat transfer in glass is generally triggered by the irradiation of the sun and 
the absorber and the convection between the glass, nature, and the air gap (Eq. (2)). 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,c

g

g v g am am cv g a a r g pvg pv gg g g g

T
c G h T T h T T h T T

t
   − − −


= + − + − + −


      (2) 

 

G and g denote the incident radiation and the absorptivity of the glass protect, respectively. A 

similar heat transfer coefficient for the front of the glass shield is given in Eq. (3) as given by Faddouli 
et al., [33]. 

Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) also express the transfer coefficients between the PV module, the glass cover, 
and the air, respectively. 
 

4 4

,

( )g g sky am am

cv g am

g am

T T Nu
h

T T

 


−

+
= +

−
           (3) 

 
2 2

,

( )( )

1 1
1

pv g pv g

r g pv

pv g

T T T T
h



 

−

+ +
=

+ −

           (4) 

 

,
a a

cv g a

a

Nu
h




−


=              (5) 
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The above equation skyT
 
denotes the sky temperature whose value ( 1.50.0552. amT ) is given by 

Swinbank [34]. It is noted that the convective heat exchange coefficient (hcv,g-a) between the PV panel 
and the underside area of the glass is indicated as a relation to the distance differentiating the glass 
cover and the PV panel δa, (see Eq. (6)) and the Nusselt number (see Eq. (7)). 
 

11

320.86Re .Pram am amNu =             (6) 

 

2 2

4. .a b

a b
 =

+
              (7) 

 
where Pr, Re, a, and b denote the Prandtl number, the Reynolds number, the panel length, and the 
width, respectively. The radiation transfer coefficient in both the absorber and the glass cover is given 
by Duffie et al., [35]. The Nusselt number (Eq. (8)) is given by Hollands’s formula [36]. 
 

( )
1

1.6
31708 sin(1.8 ) 1708 .cos( )

1 1.44 1 1 1
.cos( ) .cos( ) 5830

a

Ra
Nu

Ra Ra

 

 

+
+        = + −  − + −            

     (8) 

 
The symbol []+ used in Eq. (8) signifies that if the amount in parentheses is negative, it must reset 

to zero. Eq. (9) gives the Rayleigh number. 
 

3. ( )

.

pv g a

a a

g T T
Ra

k

 



−
=              (9) 

 

where δa, ak
 , a , and β the characteristic width (length between the glass cover and the absorber), 

the thermal conductivity, the dynamic viscosity, and the thermal expansion coefficient, respectively 
[37]. 
 
b. Air gap  
 

Convection transfers heat inside this area between the PV cell in the lower section and the air 
gap and the cover on the top side, assuming that the thermophysical characteristics of the air are in 
a transient state (Eq. (10)). Additionally, the convective heat coefficient is expressed as 

,a ,a . /cv pv cv g a a ah h Nu  − −= =  . 

 

,a ,a(T T ) ( )a
a a a cv g g a cv pv pv a

T
c h h T T

t
  − −


= − + −


                   (10) 

 
c. The PV module 
 
The heat transfer equation of the PV module is written as follows in Eq. (11) as given by [38]: 

( ) , r, ,G ( ) h ( ) ( )
pv

pv pv pv g pv cv pv a a pv pv g g pv cd pv ab ab pv u

T
c h T T T T h T T q

t
    − − −


= + − + − + − −


              (11) 
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While hcv,pv- a, hr,pv- g, and hcd,pv- ab denote the coefficient in terms of heat exchange via convection 
between the photovoltaic sheet and air gap, the coefficient of the heat exchange via irradiation from 
glass cover to PV sheet and the coefficient of the heat exchange via conduction between the PV cell 
and absorber, respectively. These coefficients are given by Eq. (12) to Eq. (14). 
 

,a ,cv pv cv pv ah h− −=                        (12) 

 

, ,r pv g r g pvh h− −=                        (13) 

 

,

ab

cd pv ab

ab

h



− =                         (14) 

 

The electrical energy uq
 used in Eq. (11), can be computed using Eq. (15): 

 

uq =
el .P.G                        (15) 

 

Where P, G, and el
 denote the packing factor, the irradiation, and the electrical efficiency of the 

solar cell (see Eq. (16)), respectively. Furthermore, in this work, it was supposed that the network 
performs under transient state conditions. Therefore, the electrical efficiency of the PV model, which 

relies on the reference cell efficiency ( ref ) at a reference operating temperature (Tref) and 

temperature coefficient (βpv), is expressed using the formulas reported by Bhattarai et al., [39]. 
 

[1 ( )]el ref pv pv refT T  = − −                       (16) 

 
d. The absorber 
 
The equation governing the heat transfers for the absorber layer is given by Eq. (17). 
 

, , ,(T T ) (T T ) ( )ab
ab ab ab cd pc ab pc ab cd pv ab pv ab cd ab t t ab

T
c h h h T T

t
  − − −


= − + − + −


                (17) 

 
The heat coefficient of conduction and convection used in Eq. (17) was expressed as follows in 

Eq. (18): 
 

, ,cd pv ab cd ab pvh h− −= , , /cd pc ab pc pch  − = , , / ( )cd ab t t out inh d d− = −                  (18) 

 
e. Tube  
 
The equation that governs heat transfers at the tube level is expressed in Eq. (19). 
 

, , ,(T T ) (T T ) ( )t
t t t cd pc t pc t cd ab t ab t cv t f f t

T
c h h h T T

t
  − − −


= − + − + −


                 (19) 
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where the coefficient of conduction is , /cd pc t pc pch  − = , , /cd ab t ab abh  − = and the coefficient of 

convection is , ( ) /cv t f f f inh Nu d− =  . 

 
f. PCM layer 
 

The PCM saves the transmitted heat energy from the absorber plate. The PCM is divided into the 
first layer just below the absorber, the middle layers, and the last layer above the insulation governed 
by the energy balance Eq. (20) to Eq. (22), respectively. 
 

, , ,( , ) ( , ) , , ,. . (T T ) (T T ) ( )
pc

pc pc pc cd pc ab ab s pc cd pc s pc l s pc l pc cd pc t t pc

T
c h h h T T

t
  − − −


= − + − + −


               (20) 

 
xpc pc

pc pc pc pc
x

T T
c

t x
  

+

−

 
=

                        (21) 

 

, ,( , ) ( , ) , ,(T T ) (T T )
pc

pc pc pc cd pc i i pc cd pc s pc m pc s pc m

T
c h h

t
  − −


= − + −


                 (22) 

 

The heat transfer coefficients are given as: , /cd pc ab ab abh  − = , , / ( )cd pc t t out inh d d− = − , 

, /cd pc i i ih  − =  and ,( , ) ( , ) ,( , ) ( , ) /cd pc s pc m cd pc s pc l pc pch h  − −= =  according to the formulas developed by 

Atkin and Farid [19]. The heat capacity of the base PCM was determined as depicted in Eq. (23): 
 

( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

,  

,

,2

,

,2

                                                                      

4. 4
            

4. 4
            

s pc pc s
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pc l pc l s

pc s l pc m pc l

l s

c T T

Lh C T T
T T c T T T

T T
c

Lh C T T
T T c T T T

T T

− −
− + 

−
=

− −
− 

−



+



,                                                                        l pc pc lc T T










 

                (23) 

 
In addition, the primary PCM density is the most crucial rheological characteristic to determine, 

especially throughout the phase transition. Thus, as indicated in Eq. (24), Maxwell [40] calculated the 
density by combining the solid and liquid phase densities. Besides, throughout the phase transition 
procedure, the thermal conductivity of base PCM is treated as a mixture of the thermal conductivities 
of solid and liquid phases Eq. (25). This correlation is developed by Vajjha and Das [41]. 
 

( )

,                                                                                           

, ,                          

,                                    

.  1   

pc s pc s

pc pc l pc s s pc m

pc l

T T

lf lf T T T



  





=  + −

                                                    pc lT T








                  (24) 
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( )

,                                                                                        

, ,                            

,                                     

.  1   

pc s pc s

pc pc s pc s s pc m

pc l

k T T

k lf k lf k T T T

k



+ = − 

                                                   pc lT T







                  (25) 

 
While lf referring to the liquid fraction of the PCM evaluated as (Eq. (26)): 

 

( ) ( ), , ,/pc pc s pc l pc slf T T T T= − −                      (26) 

 
g. Working fluid 
 
For the fluid, Eq. (27) has also been established. 
 

.

,f .( ) .f f cv pc pc f f

f f
f

T m T
m c h A T T c Y

t n Y
−

 
     = − −    

     
 

                  (27) 

 

While A and fm  denote the cooling tube’s cross-sectional area and the fluid mass flow rate, 

respectively. Furthermore, the coefficient of heat exchange of the walls tube and the flowing water 
is expressed using the Bejan formula [42]. In addition, the Nusselt number was estimated according 
to Eq. (28), suggested by Duffie et al., [35], which is valuable in the range of 1  . . / 1000f f inRe Pr d L  . 

 
1.66

1.12

0.00398.[Re .Pr .( / )]
4.4

1 0.0114.[Re .Pr .( / )]

f f in

f

f f in

d L
Nu

d L
= +

+
                   (28) 

 
h. Insulation 
 

The insulation has constant thermophysical characteristics, and the investigation demonstrates 
heat transmission via convection between the insulation and the ambient, radiation, and convection 
with the cooling system. Additionally, Eq. (29) is employed to evaluate the equivalent coefficient heat 
transfer on the outer face of the insulation. 
 

, , am(T T ) (T T )i

i i i cd i pc pc i cv i am i

T
c h h

t
  − −


= − + −


                   (29) 

 

Here, ,cv i amh −  and ,cd i pch −

 
denote the heat transfer coefficient by convection (Eq. (30)) and the heat 

transfer coefficient by conduction (Eq. (31)), respectively. 
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,

( )g i sky am am

cv i am
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T T Nu
h
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−

+
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−
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,

i

cd i pc

i

h



− =                         (31) 

 
Table 1 
Parameters of the various hybrid solar panel layers used in this work. 
Layer  Parameter  Value [Refs] 

Glass cover  Emissivity 0.88 [33] 
Specific heat ( ) 670 [33] 

Density ( ) 2500 [33] 

Thickness ( ) 0.0038 [33] 

PV plate Packing factor 0.80 [27] 
Temperature coefficient ( ) 0.005 [27] 

Reference cell efficiency  20% [27] 

Thickness (m) 0.0003 [27] 
Absorption coefficient 0.90 [27] 

Absorber plate (copper) Thermal conductivity ( 1 1.  W m K− − ) 400 [43] 

Density ( ) 8933 [43] 

Thickness ( ) 0.002 [43] 

Specific heat ( ) 385 [43] 

  RT30 RT35 
PCM (RT30 and RT35) Thermal conductivity ( 1 1.  W m K− − ) 0.2 [13] 0.2 [44] 

Thickness ( ) 0.04 [13] 0.04 [44] 

Density ( ):

  

 870 [13] 
760 [13] 

800 [44] 
800 [44] 

( )

( ) ( )

( )

                                

/ 2          

                                   

s

m s l

l

T C Solid phase

T T T T C Melting point

T C Liquid phase




= = + 
 

 
28 [13] 

28.5 [13] 

29 [13] 

29 [44] 

32.5 [44] 

36 [44] 
Heat of fusion

 
 

222 [13] 130 [44] 

Specific Heat  

 

 

 
2400 [13] 

1800 [13] 

 
2000 [44] 

2000 [44] 

Insulation  Thermal conductivity ( 1 1.  W m K− − ) 0.035 [33] 

Density ( ) 70 [33] 

Thickness ( ) 0.05 [33] 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Model Validation 
3.1.1 Validation of the thermal model 
 

To ensure its correctness, the created mathematical model was validated by comparing the 
forecast temperature findings as a proportion of daylight savings and the results obtained by Faddouli 
et al., [33]. The contrast was carried out using the exact traditional PV panel specifications, bringing 
with consideration irradiation of 779 W/m2, a surrounding temperature of 18 °C, an average wind 
velocity of 3mph, and a fluid flow rate of 0.01576 kg/s as reported by the authors. 

According to Figure 2, the results of our modeling and the simulation by Faddouli et al., [33] 
showed the highest accord. Notably, the maximum divergence is less than 1.5 °C in temperatures, 
leading to a maximum relative error of 0.5 %, which is highly acceptable. The results obtained in 
Figure 2 confirm the developed precision code to be employed in modeling PV and PV/T systems. 
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m
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Fig. 2. The expected temperatures compared with that 
achieved by Faddouli et al., [33] 

 
3.1.2 Validation of the PV-PCM model 
 

Abdelrazik et al., [27] and Ma et al., [45] studied the general effectiveness of a PV-PCM system. 
To make the model proposed for this work simple and adaptable to those of Abdelrazik et al., [27] 
and Ma et al., [45], the tubes and fluid circulation were eliminated. They investigated the system's 
performance at an ambient temperature of 35 °C, sunlight of 1000 W/m2, and a wind speed of 0 m/s 
using the paraffin wax-RT35 characteristics listed in Table 1. The temperature Changes of the 
photovoltaic cells versus time in the simulation software used in the present work were contrasted 
to those of Abdelrazik et al., [27] and Ma et al., [45], revealing excellent agreement with an error rate 
of less than 2% as shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Validation of the findings by comparing with those 
achieved by Abdelrazik et al., [27] and Ma et al., [45] 

 
3.2 Meteorological Conditions 
 

As illustrated in Figure 4, the surrounding temperature, solar radiation distributions, relativity 
humidity, and wind velocity in Ouarzazate city (Morocco) are taken for two days on the 4th of August 
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2022 (summer) and the other on the 4th of January 2023 (winter). The measures were taken at 1-
minute time steps. 

The ambient temperature ranged from 2.1°C and 20.5°C to 21.8 °C and 38.7°C in January and 
August, respectively (see Figure 4(a)). The temperature of the solar panels increases as the 
temperature of the surroundings rises, as indicated in (Eq. (11)) as shown in the same equation. 
According to the findings of Abdelrazik et al., [27], the surrounding temperature lowers the cell 
temperature by acting as a natural cooling agent. Enhancing the irradiation results in a rise in the 
solar panel's temperature. The highest esteem of irradiation was 932.10 W/m2 and 1014.17 W/m2 
for January and August, respectively (see Figure 4(b), as Islam et al., [46] reported that the increase 
in solar radiation leads to an improvement in the electrical efficiency of solar panels. Indeed, it is 
found that the humidity values decrease during the day. The minimum values are 13.9% and 3.8% in 
January and August, respectively (see Figure 4(c)), which is attributed to the inverse proportionality 
between the humidity and ambient temperature; a reduction in humidity causes a rise in PV panel 
temperature. The humidity reduction caused an improvement in the electrical power of solar panels, 
according to the results of Kazem and Chaichan [47]. This could be attributed to the higher solar 
irradiation received at the PV panels in cases of low moisture content. 

Furthermore, the maximum wind speeds registered during the two days of the measurements 
were 3.6 m/s and 4.64 m/s, respectively (see Figure 4(d)). The higher wind speed decreases the 
modules’ temperature for the investigated duration, as illustrated in Figure 10. The wind acts as a 
natural cooling agent, removing dust and thus lowering the cell temperature, according to the results 
of Ahmed et al., [48]. 
  

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 4. Measured meteorological conditions (the 4th of August, 2022, and the 4th of January, 2023) in 
Ouarzazat city: (a) ambient temperature, (b) solar irradiation, (c) relativity humidity, (d) wind speed 

 
3.3 Photovoltaic Cells Temperature 
 

Figure 5 presents the average PV cell temperature for PV/T, PV/T-PCM, and conventional PV 
systems versus solar time. Furthermore, attaching the PCM layer to the absorber plate, as well as 
using the water circulating in the pipe as a heat shield for the PV, significantly reduced its 
temperature in comparison to a standard PV device because of its significant latent heat storage 
compared to sensible heat storage, the PCM decreases the PV temperature and holds it at reduced 
temperatures before completely melting. In addition, as compared to other modules, the PV 
temperature in the PV/T-PCM has a gentler slope of temperature rise for the same time intervals. So 
when a system achieves its high temperature, the usage of PCMs maintains it at a reduced 
temperature and provides improved performance with hybrid systems during bright sunshine hours, 
which is one of the primary benefits of employing PCMs as heat sinks. The two days were chosen to 
depict efficiency in the summer and winter. 

For the PV, PV/T, and PV/T-PCM systems, it was observed that the temperature of PV cells 
measured in August ranged from 20°C to 83.4 °C, 20°C to 72.5°C, and 20°C to 61.5°C, respectively, as 
indicated in Figure 5(a). The highest temperature decrease between PV and PV/T systems was 
approximately 11 °C (13.2%), and ~21.9 °C (26.25%) between PV and PV/T-PCM systems. It was found 
that the decrease in the PV temperature for the PV/T-PCM system compared to the PV/T panel 
started at 11:30 PM when the PV temperature exceeded 27.5°C, representing the melting point of 
RT30. Similar results were recently disclosed by Abdelrazik et al., [27], where the PV/T and PV/T-PCM 
were studied. They detected that the PV/T-PCM module diminished the maximum temperature of 
PV cells by approximately 17°C compared to the standalone PV panel with the meteorological 
conditions of Dhahran City, Saudi Arabia. 

However, the temperature of PV cells predicted in January for PV, PV/T, and PV/T-PCM modules 
ranged from 0°C to 65 °C, 0°C to 57 °C, and 0°C to 46 °C, respectively. It was found that the reduction 
in the PV temperature for the PV/T-PCM system, compared to the PV/T module, started at 9:30 PM 
when the PV temperature exceeded 27.5°C, representing the melting point of RT30. In this case, as 
displayed in Figure 5(b), the highest temperature reduction between PV and PV/T and PV and PV/T-
PCM systems is approximately 12 °C (18.46%) and 19 °C (29.2%), respectively. 

The concept behind incorporating a PCM part into a monocrystalline photovoltaic system is that 
PVs perform better at lower cell temperatures. In a PV-PCM, the PCM layer absorbs non-converted 
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incidental solar radiation to electrical power with the photovoltaic cells, and it liquefies, leaving the 
PV panels cold and much more powerful. 

The PV/T-PCM system is more recommended than the PV/T and PV systems for decreasing the 
solar panel's temperature; this lower temperature makes it possible to improve the electrical yield, 
as seen in the following section. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Variation in the PV panel’s temperature over time in different systems during (a) the 4th of 
August, 2022 and (b) the 4th of January, 2023 

 
3.4 Electrical Efficiency 
 

In this subsection, the distribution of the electrical efficiency over time for PV/T, PV/T-PCM, and 
PV modules is depicted in Figure 6. The results declared that at higher PV temperatures, the PV 
electrical efficiency decreases. This conduct is evident so that as the PV temperature rises, the power 
generated tends to reduce, as shown in the efficiency formula (Eq. (16)). For the fourths of January 
and August versus the conventional photovoltaic panel, the maximum PV efficiency increases in the 
PV/T were around 0.8% and 1%, respectively. The PV/T-PCM is relatively more efficient in increasing 
electrical performance in January than in August, as shown in Figure 6, because of the relatively high 
level of sunlight intensity in the midday on the 4th of January, compared to the same time of day in 
August. Attaching a PCM sheet as a heat sink decreased the PV temperature in the PV/T-PCM during 
the peak sun hour as described in Section "Photovoltaic cells temperature", enhancing PV efficiency 
compared to a solo PV. The maximum increases on the 4th of August and the 4th of January were 
1.95 % and 1.65 %, respectively. A similar result was indicated by Abdelrazik et al., [27]. They have 
reported an improved electrical efficiency of the PV/T-PCM module by about 1.7 % compared to the 
traditional PV panel in mid-July in Dhahran City, Saudi Arabia. 

The comparison between the daylight simulation on the 4th of August and the 4th of January 4th 
revealed that the efficiency-increasing effect of the PV/T-PCM model was noticeable in the summer 
compared to the traditional PV, which was attributed to the high solar radiation intensity throughout 
the day on the 4th of August compared to the same day in January (see Figure 6). The findings reveal 
that the thermal control impacts of PCM and PV/T are fundamentally different, with PCM causing a 
time shift in temperature increase. At the same time, PV/T-PCM lowers the maximum temperature, 
increasing the electrical efficiency. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Fluctuation in the PV panel's electrical efficiency over time for different systems during the 4th 
of August, 2022 (a), and the 4th of January, 2023 (b) 

 
3.5 The PCM Thickness Impact 
 

The impact of PCM layer thickness on PV temperature variation has been studied using the 
numerical model. The surrounding temperature is considered constant at 25°C, and the solar 
irradiation is supposed to be 800 W/m2. The highest PV cell temperatures achieved for thicknesses 
of 50 mm, 40 mm, 30 mm, 20 mm, 10 mm are 47.4 °C, ~ 47.4 °C, 48.5 °C, 49.9 °C, and 52.2 °C 
respectively as shown in Figure 7. 

This temperature reduction is caused by the corresponding correlation between the PCM's 
thickness and its overall volume. Moreover, the best thicknesses of phase change material that give 
significant temperature drops are 40 mm and 50 mm. Afterward, the solar panel's temperature 
slowly rises. The greater the volume of the PCM, the more time it needs to melt completely. However, 
due to low PCM thermal conductivity, increasing the layer thickness decreases resistance to heat 
rejection from the rear of the PV panel, causing a decrease in the panel's temperature. Besides, the 
panel's response time to reach a maximum temperature increases with the thickness of the PCM 
layer. These results match with those provided by Bria et al., [49] and Maghrabie et al., [50] as they 
reported that the increase of the layer thickness of the PCM decreased the temperature of the 
PV/PCM hybrid system. 
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Fig. 7. The impact of PCM layer thickness on PV 
temperature compared to a conventional PV module 
without PCM 

 
3.6 The Ambient Temperature Impact 
 

Figure 8 depicts the effect of different atmospheric temperatures on the PV temperature 
distribution at the irradiation constant of 800 W/m2 and wind speed constant of 1 m/s. The variation 
in temperature shows higher rises in PV temperature at increased surrounding temperatures. The 
temperature of the solar panels increases as the ambient temperature rises, as expressed in Eq. (11). 
The ambient temperature acts as a natural cooling agent and lowers the cell temperature, according 
to the results of Abdelrazik et al., [27]. 
 

 
Fig. 8. The impact of the ambient temperature on 
the PV panel temperature in the PV/T-PCM system 

 
3.7 The Irradiation Impact 
 

At 25°C and 1 m/s for ambient temperature and wind speed, respectively, the temperature of the 
PV/T-PCM module was conducted at different irradiation intensities. The finding illustrated that the 
PV temperature distribution is increased at higher irradiation, as shown in Figure 9. According to the 
results of Dubey et al., [51], the wind acts as a natural cooling agent, removing dust and thus lowering 
the cell temperature. 
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Fig. 9. The effect of irradiation on the PV panel 
temperature in the PV/T-PCM system 

 
3.8 The Wind Speed Impact 
 

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of different wind speed on the PV temperature distribution at the 
irradiation constant of 800 W/m2 and ambient temperature constant of 25°C. The distribution of 
temperatures shows that the rate of rise in PV temperature is more elevated at lower wind speeds. 
The wind reflects an advantageous impact on solar panels by cooling them with raised convection. 
According to Ahmed et al., [48], the wind acts as a natural cooling agent, removing dust and thus 
lowering the cell temperature. 
 

 
Fig. 10. The effect of the wind speed on the PV panel 
temperature in the PV/T-PCM system 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

In this research, the electrical performances of PV/T-PCM, PV/T, and PV systems were evaluated 
and compared by developing three different models for the three systems and by employing the 
Finite Difference Method (FDM) to the governing energy equations. The simulations were conducted 
to model the transient energy conversion processes in all of the PV/T-PCM, PV/T, and PV modules. 
The simulations have been carried out using actual meteorological conditions over two days in 
Ouarzazate, Morocco (the 4th of August, 2022, and the 4th of January, 2023). The findings concerning 
the 4th of January, 2023, indicate that PV/T-PCM is discovered to decrease the temperature of PV 
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cells to nearly 19 °C (29.2%), consequently increasing their electrical efficiency by 1.65 %. 
Additionally, the PV/T diminishes the photovoltaic cell's temperature by approximately 12°C 
(18.46%). Consequently, the electrical efficiency rises by 0.8 % compared to the conventional PV 
system. On the 4th of August, 2022, it is revealed that the PV/T-PCM reduces the temperature of PV 
cells by approximately 21.9° (26.25%) compared to the traditional photovoltaic panel. Therefore, the 
electrical efficiency increases by 1.95%. Moreover, it is discovered that the PV/T decreases the 
temperature of the PV layer by about 11 °C (13.2%), which consequently increases the electrical 
efficiency by 1%. 

Combining PCM with hybrid PV/T-based systems is a good solution for lowering PV temperature 
and improving system electrical performance. Larger PCM thicknesses, on the other hand, are not 
recommended. 

These interesting PV/T and PV/T-PCM systems are advantageous for industrial applications 
because they can effectively contribute to meeting both electricity and thermal needs and 
significantly cover industrial thermal loads. 

PV/T-PCM temperature decreases noticeably when solar radiation intensity and ambient 
temperature decrease while wind speed increases. For the application of this method of cooling solar 
panels, it is recommended that phase-change material be integrated with the PV/T system to 
significantly improve the electrical efficiency of solar panels. 

Lastly, this study represents the starting point for the evaluation of PV/T-PCM, PV/T, and PV 
systems. The nanoPCM layer will be taken into account for the actual modes. The thermo physical 
characteristics of the PCM layer will be improved; cooling will be efficient and increase the PV 
electrical efficiency. 
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